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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  examine  the  effects  of  different  types  of  sovereign  rating
announcements  on  realized  stock  and  currency  market  volatili-
ties  and  cross-asset  correlations  around  periods  of  financial  crises.
Using  intraday  market  data  and  sovereign  ratings  data  for nine  sam-
ple  countries  in  the  Asia-Pacific  region  over  1997–2001,  we  find
that  currency  and stock  markets  react  somewhat  heterogeneously
to  various  rating  announcements  and  that stock  markets  are  more
responsive  to  rating  news  than  currency  markets.  We  find  new  evi-
dence  that  ratings  events  have  significant  and  asymmetric  impacts
on  intraday  market  data  and  that  national  market  attributes  influ-
ence  rating  impacts  during  financial  crises.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Credit rating agencies are entrusted as specialist information providers in international financial
markets and should in theory facilitate the efficient operation of financial markets. Yet, the informa-
tional value of ratings and the role of rating agencies in the international financial system remains
widely debated.

This paper aims to examine the effect of sovereign credit rating and outlook change announce-
ments on the realized second moments of stock returns and foreign exchange rates for nine sample
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Fig. 1. Stock and FX realized volatilities and rating event dates for Thailand and Korea during the Asian Financial Crisis. This
figure  shows the rating event dates (in red) and the daily realized volatilities for stock and foreign exchange markets (in blue)
for  Thailand and Korea – two of the most affected countries during the Asian Financial Crisis period. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

countries in the Asia-Pacific region as previous studies like Kim (2003) and Evans and Speight (2010)
have documented significant impacts of public information releases on the second moments of stock
and currency returns, respectively. Sovereign credit ratings provide publicly available assessments on
a national government’s ability and willingness to service debts in a timely manner. As can be seen in
Fig. 1, credit rating agencies are generally more active in re-rating countries during international finan-
cial crises, which are correspondingly highly volatile periods. The procyclical nature of credit ratings
generates concern that credit rating agencies may  work to amplify financial crises (Ferri et al., 1999).
Thus, it is important to assess the wider impacts of rating agencies’ credit assessments on the volatili-
ties of financial markets as this evidence remains lacking. Hence, we  focus on the volatility impacts of
sovereign rating events over the period from 1997 to 2001 to cover previous episodes of financial crises
in East Asia and other parts of the world. We  employ a flexible panel data methodology for capturing
a country’s own rating impacts and its spill-over effects to other countries by using intraday currency
and stock market data to compute realized volatilities and realized cross-market correlations.

We find that currency and stock markets react somewhat heterogeneously to ratings announce-
ments with stock markets responding more significantly to rating news than currency markets.
Changes on sovereign credit outlooks have more significant impact on stock market realized volatili-
ties than actual rating changes but not so in currency markets. We  also find clear evidence that rating
events have significant and asymmetric impacts on higher moments of both asset market returns
under normal market conditions but during financial crises financial markets are particularly sensi-
tive to rating downgrades and investment grade ratings. Realized cross-market stock–FX correlations
increase with downgrades and decrease with upgrades but this asymmetry is not affected by financial
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